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With Extreme Prejudice;

To those whom may be under the impression it concerns them;

Regarding: Correspondence from myself, dated January 21, 2007, Offer to settle.

Vic Toews, Attorney General of Canada, July 21, 2007
Michael Bryant, Attorney General of Ontario

It has been over six months since I outlined my position and general demand for 
major reparations in this pointless, unprovoked war that the state initiated against me, my 
family, my fellow citizens and civilization in general in correspondence dated January 21, 
2007. Enough time has been granted for you to verify the veracity of my claims. If you 
are intelligent, a claim unsupported by any evidence, but assumed, you have already 
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analyzed (and perhaps “lost”) all court records in this matter, further confirming the truth 
of my claims and that I am not saying anything new, my claims were (still are) fully 
supported by credible witnesses, including professionals and I have dealt honestly with 
the system from the beginning. You should also have determined that I am a member of 
the “reality based constituency” who, when offended, coupled with determination, 
courage and time, always wins against tyrants and whose historical accomplishments sum 
to what is called “civilization”. I define civilization as “the rules by which we co-operate 
for MUTUAL self-interest”. The “division of labor” rules thus far demanded of myself 
by the state are very similar to my ex-wife’s during marriage: I toil and be productive, 
you do what you want, steal, consume and destroy, with legislated irresponsibility falsely 
claimed to be the will of my fellow citizens.

In a futile attempt to save face, the Family (ir)Responsibility Office has chosen to 
restore my drivers license and suspend support payments. It has not yet been made clear 
whether or not the state is still under the impression that I owe any of the fake child 
support debt previously used as a pretext for theft and oppression. Thus, I still do not 
know whether or not I can keep the fruits of my labors or whether my person, papers or 
property are safe. Further, restoring my “permission” to drive deprived me of the 
amusement of standing in front of a judge, charged with driving without a license and 
having my very articulate daughters outline the basic absurdity of your position. I feel no 
gratitude, my drivers license was not yours to take. It is my property, earned by proving 
my competence and retained by my driving responsibly and not being a hazard to my 
fellow citizens on the road.

My position of refusal to file personal tax returns still stands until I and my family 
have been fully compensated for the crimes that the state has perpetrated against us. Until 
this happens, by past behavior, I can only assume that the full resources of the state are 
deployed to continue to seek my demise, enslavement or incarceration. Besides, in the 
final analysis, it is the state which is in an arrears position, due to depriving me of all tax 
benefits and considerations due to parents for children. These funds have instead gone to 
my ex-wife and, for the most part, been recouped by the state in alcohol and other “sin” 
taxes.

Since the state has made no significant response to my previous correspondence 
in this pointless war, other than restoring my driver’s license and suspending child 
support garnishments (legal “theft” using false pretexts), it appears you have chosen to 
deprive me of the strategic legal advantage of again being on the defensive. No matter, I 
have had eight years of myself and daughters being trapped in a destructive marriage with 
no fair exit, thirteen years of my lawful rights to participate as a contributing member of 
society by raising my daughters properly, pursuing my career and interests being blocked 
and frustrated. I have used this enforced idleness well to determine exactly how I will 
defeat those whom are under the false impression that I or any intelligent person can or 
should be enslaved in service of whatever “pretext of the day” is falsely claimed to be 
“necessary” for “the greater good”. I give you fair warning that whatever you choose, 
apart from agreeing with the facts and yielding what I demand in compensation, you lose. 
It is my policy not to engage in direct conflict until I have either already won or know 
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how to win. The main reason you will not accept this is that you suffer the mistaken 
impression that my foolish fellow citizens trust you and will willingly tolerate the cost of 
predatory lawyers further becoming rich by legally “proving” that equality of treatment 
under law (equality in terms of rights and responsibilities) is a quaint, obsolete idea of our 
primitive (but far wiser) ancestors. Suppressing this basic legal point is and always has 
been “necessary” for tyrants as part of longstanding historical efforts legitimizing “rule 
by divide and conquer”, under the claimed benevolent despotism of our self-proclaimed 
“betters” who do so by creating conflict between artificially created legal “classes”, each 
class with different legal rights and responsibilities and the illusion that those who 
pretend to impartially judge are required to mitigate conflict of their own creation.

I occupy the factual, moral, legal, determination and intellectual high ground in 
this matter. My position is, from the perspective of those who wish to enslave and prey 
on their fellow human beings, subversive, since the facts clearly demonstrate to your 
minions that they are caught in a position of cognitive dissonance, conflict between what 
true law and their morality and humanity demands versus what their political/career 
survival demands. They are little “Eichmann’s”, obliviously working against their own 
survival interests, cogs in a Machiavellian agenda that is beyond their comprehension. 
My hands are clean, the state’s are dripping with the blood of destroyed families and 
abused children.

The only moral wrong I do is that I intend to represent the ideas and proven 
knowledge of the moral/intellectual giants whose shoulders I stand on as my own, for the 
simple reason that they are dead and cannot protest when their knowledge is 
misrepresented and twisted to suit the purposes of manipulative liars and tyrants. I can 
present the evidence and prove my points down to basic, irrefutable principles, for any 
who choose to pay attention. Should I fail to influence the states claimed “necessary” 
criminal behavior; the next person/group will learn from my unlikely mistakes and build 
on my work. Failing this, the social class deemed terrorists (freedom fighters) will win 
for the simple reason that the predatory costs and loss of freedom required to support the 
state’s insane police state reaction to legitimate demands for freedom and human rights 
will create ten domestic “terrorists” for every one killed/imprisoned. On the present 
course, nuclear war seems inevitable, in pursuit of “elite” interests and dwindling 
resources. The only way out of the artificially created mess our civilization is in is to 
restore the “rule of law” and the “live and let live”, tolerance of differences, intolerance 
of force/fraud values it enforces. This is what I want and, at the end of the day is the only 
choice that will ensure survival of our civilization, species and perhaps, life on earth. 
There is no morally neutral ground; civilization (mutually agreed trade, peaceful co-
existence) is incompatible with forceful or fraudulent methods of goal seeking by any 
person or group, by any pretext. It is the function of the law to suppress criminals, not 
form mutually profitable symbiotic relationships with criminals at the expense of 
civilization and peaceful social order as the facts of this matter so clearly demonstrates.

Whether you believe it or not, there is a perfect storm of social/economic, 
environmental collapse about to hit all of us. Our “elites” are responding by stealing as 
much as they can and appear to be willing to sacrifice a large percentage of humanity to 
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war, pestilence and ignorance, as if it is their choice. I disagree; the cause of our woes is 
an easily addressed basic lie, or falsely framed partial truth:

The laws of nature are cruel (suppressed truth: only if you deny or try to disobey 
them). The chickens of strategic denial are coming home to roost for our entire 
civilization and species.

We need another Renaissance, re-acceptance of the proven fact that, independent 
of contrary opinion, nature’s laws of action leading to consequence (knowledge = ability 
to predict) is what determines final outcomes, independent of how one may feel about it. 
I can see zero difference between rule by dogmatic clergy in the dark ages and rule by 
pseudo scientific mythology represented by fraudulent “experts” in various intellectual 
fields claiming unsubstantiated opinion as knowledge, tolerated by the ill advised faith of 
populations who have been mis-educated and propagandized to be unable to think 
critically or acknowledge proven facts. In both cases, the remedy is the same, the 
throwing off of ignorance and thwarting of those who believe they are able to rule 
inherently free people. I cannot possibly enumerate all I know and can prove in this brief 
submission, suffice to say, all that I know and can prove will be used to destroy all who 
stand in the way of my lawful goals, which are freedom, self-determination and being left 
alone, for ALL people. To the charge of arrogance: I am just a messenger, using the 
power of fact, knowledge and reason to express proven truth. I may not prevail, but 
nature’s irresistible laws of action leading to consequence will. The only unknown is the 
escalating final cost of continued ignorance and denial we must all pay. To the charge of 
anarchist: My experiences and the facts of this matter indicate that the courts and state do 
not consider themselves bound by any fact, reason or law, making them anarchists. I do 
follow one rule: Except as defensive reaction to aggression against self and family, don’t 
hurt anyone and all rules that logically follow.

Lofty, utopian dreams aside, I am a practical person and must restrict my efforts 
to what is achievable by me and what I have been able to plan, organize and anticipate. 
There are far too many people, such as my ex-wife whom have become addicted to 
dependency by corrupt, illegal state policies, who must be gradually weaned and re-learn 
the necessity of self-sufficiency and contributing to society as survival methods. Whether 
this is managed in an intelligent, compassionate way while we still have social/economic 
resources or is achieved abruptly by natural forces collapsing unsustainable states in 
strategic denial of reality is to be debated by future historians, should any survive the 
machinations of the current 
elite/financial/political/legal/meddling/bureaucratic/chattering classes.

In the interests of maintenance of social order and to allow the new Conservative 
government the benefit of a doubt (my major woes occurred under the watch of Liberals 
and their corrupt/divisive/illegal policies), plus to provide an opportunity to act in a 
positive manner to achieve common interest goals, given the minority government 
situation, I am willing to mitigate my demands to the following, if they are met in a 
timely, zero hassle manner. I am not willing to compromise beyond this:
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My “Bottom Line” Demands:

• $Thirty Five Million Dollars for myself.
• $Five Million Dollars immediately invested in trust for each daughter, maturing 

(payable to them) when they reach thirty years of age.
• $Five Hundred Thousand Dollars in trust for my ex-wife, to be jointly managed by 

my daughters.
• Drop all considered/current legal charges, social services repayment demands 

against my poor manipulated ex-wife. She was a pawn, but a willing one, chasing 
false, illegal promises of irresponsibility and survival without effort. She was 
confronted with a system which encouraged presenting lies to the court and 
manipulating/abusing her daughters appeared to be more profitable than working 
and contributing to society. The same antisocial/illegal behavior was shared by her 
lawyer, psychiatrist and courts.

• Put ex-wife on lifetime modest pension with full medical/dental, addiction 
treatment.

• Lifetime exemption for myself from income, property, sales taxes or reporting 
requirements.

• Change laws to prevent legal aid from being used for offensive purposes or any 
non-criminal matter. Note that, in order to qualify for legal aid during divorce 
proceedings, it was a qualification requirement that my ex-wife allege abuse by 
myself. Some judges have publicly stated that, when confronted with unproven 
allegations of abuse, they do not dare award parental rights to the alleged “abuser”.

• Change laws to exempt children’s University Scholarships from bankruptcy 
proceedings.

• Change (make compliant with true law) divorce laws to define marriage as a 
partnership between equal persons in pursuit of shared goals, repeal “no-fault” 
divorce laws, pre-nuptial agreements are legally inviolate, subject to mutually 
agreed amendment over time, joint custody, equal time, decision power with each 
parent, no child support payable to other parent unless proposed paying parent is 
unwilling / provably unable to care for children properly. This will allow children to 
see the consequences/differences between each parent’s choices/values so they can 
learn and choose personal responsibility in life, contributing to overall growth of 
civilization and mutual survival.

• Police investigation and criminal charges if merited of my ex-wife’s lawyer and 
psychiatrist for perjury, uttering false documents, obstruction of justice, abuse of 
process, falsifying court orders, defrauding Legal Aid and OHIP by charging them 
for representing lies to the court, being accessories to child abuse and any other 
crimes that may come to light. Punitive damages totaling all assets and insurance of 
above individuals to the state in partial repayment of this settlement. Stripping these 
two individuals of all professional credentials to remove hazards to society. 
Garnishment of their future earnings to pay for cost of state support of my ex-wife 
due to their abuse of authority and manipulating her to falsely allege abuse, tricking 
her into falsely claiming victimhood, destroying her personal responsibility and 
manipulating her to behave in a manner which precluded her from attempting to 
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address her problems or taking her rightful position as parent to her daughters who 
are now irredeemably estranged.

• All reparations above are tax free or after tax for the recipients.
• If these terms are met, I am willing to sign a non-disclosure agreement which 

becomes null and void if the legislative initiatives demanded are not in place within 
five years of settlement or if the police investigation and court proceedings are less 
than diligent. It is morally acceptable to me if I achieve the above changes, placing 
us all on the correct moral/legal path in the small but crucial matter of treating 
children properly and allowing children to have stable/secure childhoods.

You will note that the demands above are a very small fraction of what this will cost the 
state in treasure and credibility should we come to legal blows and these matters achieve 
public awareness. They are also a small fraction of the annual social savings due to 
domestic conflict reduction, once it is accepted that spouses are equal (in terms of rights 
and responsibilities) before the law at divorce (and all other times) and whining/lying for 
legal/financial advantage will not be tolerated (currently encouraged) by the courts. I 
believe the above is what I can convince the courts to do (by giving the judiciary the 
simple alternatives of agreeing or writing a judgment in disagreement which I shall refute 
and defy). I can easily refute any contrary opinion (rationalizations) and am willing to 
defy and risk my life, or failing that, influence the public to demand it or, failing that, use 
my incarceration and this absurd situation to demonstrate how completely discredited, 
antisocial, legally and morally bankrupt the state and court’s position has been. Should 
the state decline a quiet settlement, I will be demanding from the court a large multiple of 
the demands in the settlement offer above. The litigation path will also open the class 
action possibility. Imagine, “residential schools” times many thousands.

In the event that it is considered an acceptable trade to ignore this and not pursue my 
refusal to file personal tax returns, my response, should the deadline below not be met is 
to inform my fellow citizens that, as they suspect, tyrants cannot stand the light of truth 
and cowardly scurry away when confronted. I will simply publish the basic truth that it is 
possible to defy authority and live to tell the tale. Whatever percentage of my fellow 
citizens are in possession of objective intelligence will be very interested in this fact. I 
will keep you in the dark about what lurks and the degree of support I have should this 
matter not be resolved to my and true law’s satisfaction.

Oh, BTW and FYI, this and previous correspondence is on the Internet, for all to see, if 
and when it becomes necessary to call this and other evidence to the public’s attention:

Initial Notice: http://www.NaziSociopaths.org/Fools/20070121_FuckTyrants.pdf
DOJ Receipt: http://www.NaziSociopaths.org/Fools/20070208_DOJAck.pdf
FRO SupEnds: http://www.NaziSociopaths.org/Fools/20070626_EndSupport.pdf
MTO License: http://www.NaziSociopaths.org/Fools/20070628_LicenseBack.pdf
Offer To Settle: http://www.NaziSociopaths.org/Fools/20070725_OnlyOffer.pdf
Draft Affidavit: http://www.NaziSociopaths.org/Fools/20070208_AFFIDAVIT_Khierstyn.pdf
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You should also be aware that my ex-wife has given me all of her legal records and 
signed permission to place this material in the public domain. A minor gem in this 
material is that my fellow taxpayers paid more in legal aid to my ex-wife’s lawyer than 
any amount of support that could have been extorted from myself even if I had not been 
forced to quit my career to defend my daughters, further proving my basic point that this 
is a mammoth state fraud, a small example of many frauds, where all benefits accrue to 
corrupt “insiders” and all costs/negative consequences are borne by myself, daughters 
and fellow citizens.

Further, my daughters are now of majority age, very articulate, eager to share their 
experiences to help other children avoid similar experiences, as frustrated with this 
pointless situation as I. My daughters also agree that these matters are long overdue for 
critical public scrutiny. In addition, all submissions to court are by definition in the public 
domain.

My goals in this matter are very achievable. Despite determined state opposition, I have 
already succeeded in raising my daughters properly. They are safe and will be self-
sufficient and able to defend themselves from predators, if necessary. Now I will reiterate 
(re-prove) the well-known and historically proven point that it is impossible to get 
ANYTHING (make a profit) from me or any determined person without honest, mutually 
agreed trade. Trying will cost far more than any possible gain. The biggest problem is 
those who choose to incur the cost (the state) of trying to enslave their fellow human 
beings are not those who pay the cost (my fellow citizens). This is a decoupling of action 
from consequence or, the creation of an environment where those who make the rules 
make them for their benefit at the expense of all others, or, legislated irresponsibility 
backed by force.

The state believes it is flush with information technology and other technological tools 
which have altered the historically (and legally) established balance of power between 
individuals and organized force. You forget that those who conceive and design such 
tools are far more competent than those who merely use them. Speaking for myself, I 
severely resent the fact that the fruits of my past labors which were intended to make life 
better for everyone are instead used as weapons against the people and freedom. Even if 
all people who are smart enough to advance knowledge are collectively destroyed, it will 
not take the people long to realize that the tools of their oppression and those who wield 
them must be destroyed, also by reason of self-defense.

I do not place myself in such illustrious company, but if the intellectual greats whose 
discovery of the moral/social/economic/legal and scientific knowledge which once 
formed the basis of operation of our civilization (legal enforcement of proven knowledge 
– the true assignment of action to consequence) and collective survival had been subject 
to the same predatory behavior, had their time and energy (equals life) wasted in 
pointless conflict with those who create and feed from conflict and faced the same life 
sucking harpies and minions I have and do, we would still be living in caves. The basic 
truth is, we are well into what I consider an intellectual dark age which can only get 
darker on the present course.
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You have thirty days to accept the above offer, in legally binding form, from the date 
below. Failure to do so voids this offer and informs me it is time to escalate until it is 
realized that the state, the judiciary and all bureaucratic harpies in opposition lose far 
more by disagreeing than agreeing. You are public servants (employees of the people) 
and you will serve MY will which is also the will of: my fellow citizens (except those 
whom have been subverted/organized/entrapped to believe their survival depends on 
enslaving or exploiting their fellows), all peoples throughout recorded history and true, 
uncorrupted LAW which enforces the freedom our ancestors paid such a high price for. If 
this pointless war for suppressed truth and freedom against idiotic despots must be re-
fought, the cost will be our civilization and perhaps species survival, given the genocidal 
weapons we have foolishly provided to those who believe they possess the divine right to 
rule and exploit inherently free people.

___________________          ________________
Bill Ross Date
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